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WHEN YOU KNOW
WHAT FITS YOU
Once you’ve come to the point in life where you know
what you want, you might want this car. With its
compact dimensions paired with a bold design language,
the new ŠKODA KAMIQ combines understatement with
a lot of self-confidence. A perfect car that fits all your
needs in the city – and into most parking spaces.
The KAMIQ also offers abundant technologies
uncommon for the compact city crossover. Advanced
assistance systems and a new generation of infotainment
mean you can stay safe without compromising on fun, on
every journey.
That’s Simply Clever. That’s ŠKODA.

EXTERIOR
DESIGN
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DESIGN THAT LEADS,
NOT FOLLOWS

Design

He’s got the look: the KAMIQ is the perfect mix of
robustness and dynamic shapes defined by the ŠKODA
design language. It is the first ŠKODA crossover.

FRONT VIEW
The KAMIQ features the wide front grille and split headlamps, which give the front a unique appearance.
The add-on part on the front bumper in platin grey or black emphasises the car’s crossover character.

STYLE AND FUNCTIONALITY
With its exterior the KAMIQ
manifests belonging to the ŠKODA
family, but at the same time shows
its individuality. The car offers SUV
features, such as a higher chassis and
rugged appearance, combined with
the practicality of a compact city car.
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PANORAMIC ROOF
To add a more individual signature to daily
driving, the KAMIQ can be equipped with
the optional black panoramic roof.

REAR VIEW
With the unmistakable
ŠKODA inscription in the back
the car proudly declares its
family allegiance.The add-on
part on the rear bumper with
integrated diffuser in platin
grey or black, accentuating
the generous clearance, gives
the car rear an exceptionally
robust appearance.

Design

SIDE VIEW
Characteristic lines on the sides
of the car enhance its dynamics
as shaped by ŠKODA’s design
language. The impression is
even stronger with SunSet
tinted windows, which not only
accentuate the attractiveness
of the exterior, but also protect
rear passengers from glare.

BECAUSE YOU DON’T
FOLLOW OTHERS

LIGHT
DESIGN
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TREND-PROOF
BEAUTY

Design

Light doesn’t just illuminate. It inspires. The unique headlamps and
slim long rear lights make the car instantly recognisable, representing
a perfect blend of Czech crystal tradition and modern technology.

FULL LED HEADLAMPS
The top-end option is all about LED technology including corner function,
fog lamps and animated turn indicators adding dynamism to the car.

FULL LED REAR LIGHTS
The KAMIQ features horizontally designed rear
lights where the C-shaped illumination, typical
of the ŠKODA family, has been updated with
a modern twist. This original light signature
is accompanied by perfect functionality. The
top-end option comes with full LED rear lights,
which include animated turn indicators.

INTERIOR
DESIGN
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YOUR PERSONAL
PLACE TO BE

Inside the KAMIQ you will feel right at home. The interior, which
matches the design of the exterior with its self-confidence and
total functionality, offers exceptional spaciousness, quality materials
including attractive décor and cutting-edge digital technology.

Design

VIRTUAL COCKPIT
The Virtual Cockpit
displays on-board
computer specifications
in combination with
other information such as
navigation, for example.
You can choose from
five layouts (extended
view shown) controlled
via the ‘View’ button on
the steering wheel. The
KAMIQ’s Virtual Cockpit
features a 10.25" display.

AMBIENT LIGHTING
Make your space more cosy
and comfortable with LED
ambient lights running along
the dashboard. Your car can
be equipped with white, red
or copper lighting.

STYLE AND
FUNCTIONALITY
The KAMIQ’s interior
is furnished with
quality materials and
great craftsmanship.
Multiple combinations
of upholstery and
décor mean you can
give your car a unique
personality. Thanks to
the beautifully shaped
and comfortable seats,
you will feel fresh even
after a long drive.
In the roof panel, you
can find an additional
USB‑C slot which
is ideal for charging
devices mounted on
the windscreen.

CONNECTIVITY
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Connectivity

PARKING POSITION
See the exact location of your car
from anywhere. MyŠKODA App
shows the address, time and date
of parking on your phone.

eCALL+
An SOS call is made automatically in the event of an emergency on the road.
The system can also be activated manually by pressing the red button on the
roof console. With the eCALL+ feature, information such as the vehicle’s location
or the number of people in the vehicle is provided to the first responders.

ONLINE TRAFFIC INFORMATION
Up-to-date information gives you a perfect overview of every trip. It also enables
you to react to new developments, such as roadworks, accidents and traffic jams.
Also, local hazard information will warn you in case any inconvenience occurs on
your way, such as difficult conditions or limited visibility.

ONLINE MAP UPDATE
Not only you do not need your own data for map
updates, but the update is also completely seamless.
You don't need to give it a another thought, as you
will always have the latest maps available.

SHOP / INFOTAINMENT APPS
Thanks to the shop accessible via the infotainment system, you can purchase
data plans, extend your ŠKODA Connect licence, and download infotainment
apps. For example, you can get a detailed weather report for your current
location or anywhere else with the Weather app. Infotainment apps will be
regularly updated and more apps will be added over time.

LOCK & UNLOCK
This feature allows you to comfortably
Lock and Unlock your vehicle via
MyŠKODA App no matter where you
are. For example, in case you forgot to
lock your car, you can easily do so with
your smartphone from anywhere.

ŠKODA CONNECT
This offer includes two types of service. Infotainment
Online delivers real-time information about traffic and
more, Care Connect focuses on help and safety, enabling
remote access and control of the vehicle. It also offers
assistance for any situation that needs it. These services
are accessible within the MyŠKODA App.

Connectivity

ŠKODA CONNECT:
TAKE THE ONLINE
WORLD WITH YOU

Stay connected wherever you are. Being fully and
permanently online means always having access
to entertainment and useful information. It also
offers 24/7 assistance while on the move. ŠKODA
Connect is your gateway to a world of unlimited
communication possibilities.

SIMPLY CLEVER
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FROM BIG IDEAS
TO THE SMALLEST DETAILS

ELECTRICALLY-CONTROLLED 5TH DOOR
It opens and closes at the mere touch of
a button on the remote control or in the driver’s
door, especially handy in unfavourable weather.
You can also adjust the upper door position to
suit your needs. A button for closing the 5th
door is also located on the door itself.

Simply Clever

Think big. Every detail in your car has been designed to make
your travelling hassle-free. From loading your luggage, adjusting
the interior space and finding room for your belongings.

TOWING DEVICE
The KAMIQ has a foldable towing device
with electric release. The switch is in the
luggage compartment.

DOOR EDGE PROTECTION
When opening all side doors, plastic strips eject and cover the edges.
In this way, the KAMIQ protects itself against damage as well as being
considerate to other cars. Perfect for tight parking spaces, for instance.
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Simply Clever

DOUBLE FLOOR
The double floor places the bottom of the
luggage compartment on the loading edge
level, facilitating easier luggage handling. In
addition, it provides a discrete storage place.

LIQUID RESERVOIR
You will never spill a single drop when refilling the washer fluid. The liquid
reservoir is not only easily accessible, but also has an integrated funnel.

UMBRELLA STORAGE COMPARTMENT
An ingenious compartment with original ŠKODA umbrella is fitted inside the driver’s
door. It is designed to let water drain away from the car, keeping the interior dry.

LUGGAGE
COMPARTMENT
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PACKED
WITH CREATIVITY

Luggage Compartment

NET PROGRAMME
One horizontal and two vertical nets
increase the flexibility of the luggage
space while firmly securing objects.

Even the KAMIQ’s luggage compartment represents what creative
design means. The boot is fitted with features ensuring your stuff
stays in its place and your car stays clean. What’s more: the generous
capacity of 400 litres, and 1,395 litres after folding down the rear
seats, puts this car at the top of its class.

DOUBLE-SIDED CARPET
You can use the carpet with the elegant fabric side up when not
transporting anything that might make your car dirty and can easily
turn it over to utilise the washable rubber side when required.

COMFORT
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INNER
CONFIDENCE

Loaded with thoughtful features and sophisticated assistant
systems, the car will indulge you in absolute comfort and
support your driving confidence. Whatever comfort means
to you, you will find it inside the KAMIQ.

ONLINE PERSONALIZATION
You will appreciate this service especially if your car is driven by multiple users. Set the
Individual driving profile, digital dashboard layout or air conditioning parameters – the
settings will be synchronized with your ŠKODA ID account. Therefore next time you
log in to your car after it was driven by someone else, you can comfortably set off with
your preferred settings. With online personalization, you can set your preferred settings
not only in your car, but in any ŠKODA vehicle that allows it.

HEATING FUNCTIONS
The heating function of the front
windscreen, which quickly clears frost or
steam, and heating of the multifunctional
steering wheel are controlled via the
infotainment system.

PHONE BOX / USB
The KAMIQ comes with an enlarged phone box which creates an amplified
signal for your mobile device and, at the same time, wirelessly charges
your phone while driving. This compartment is not only easily accessible
but is also suitable for large display devices. Two USB-C ports located in
a centre console allow you to easily connect your external devices without
the need for dongles or adapters.

Comfort

Comfort

AMUNDSEN 9.2" INFOTAINMENT
Attractive design is accompanied by perfect functionality. In addition to the touch or gesture control, you can operate the device via Laura, the digital assistant. This new enhanced
and online-based voice control system can answer queries about a wide variety of topics and follows commands. For example, it will start navigation to a desired destination, find
a favourite piece of music or take dictation for an SMS. The Web radio feature also comes as a bundle in combination with the Amundsen infotainment system. It allows you to
expand the usual portfolio of conventional stations with your other favourite channels, podcasts, and news. You can tune in and listen in high quality to any radio streaming service
in an area covered by the Internet. Combined with the Virtual Cockpit, the Amundsen infotainment system also offers the Traffic Sign Recognition function.
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RETRACTABLE MIRRORS
The automatically retractable external sideview mirrors fold in when the car is locked,
thus protecting them against damage.

CRUISE CONTROL
Practical Cruise Control or advanced Adaptive
Cruise Control up to 210 km/h (see Safety
chapter) are both available.

ELECTRICALLY-ADJUSTABLE DRIVER SEAT
For the best feeling behind the steering
wheel, we offer you the electricallyadjustable driver seat.

HEATED SEATS / USB
In cold weather, your friends and family will
appreciate the heated rear seats, which are
regulated by a separate control on the rear side
of the front armrest. Two USB-C slots enable
universal mobile phone charging.

ŠKODA SOUND SYSTEM
Enjoy absolute sound clarity, whether it’s music or the spoken word, on the Sound
System. The system features ten speakers, including a central speaker in the dashboard
and subwoofer in the luggage compartment. Among other features the sound can be
adjusted according to how many people are in the car and where they are sitting via the
All, Front and Driver profiles. The device offers a total power output of 405 watts.

Comfort
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Comfort

KESSY
The car equipped with KESSY (Keyless Entry, Start
and exit System) or with the simpler version Easy Start
features a Start/Stop button on the steering column.

SAFETY
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ADAPTIVE CRUISE CONTROL
Using a radar device in the front grille, in addition to its basic cruise control function,
this assistant system, which operates up to speeds of 210 km/h, maintains a safe
distance from vehicles in front of you.

ADAPTIVE LANE ASSIST
The system is capable of keeping
the car in the middle of the correct
lane and of alerting the driver in
case of deviation. It can also take
control of the car in the event of
lane changes during roadworks.

FRONT ASSIST
The Front Assist system, using a
radar device in the front grille, is
designed to monitor the distance
from the vehicle ahead, including
emergency braking function. The
system also includes predictive
pedestrian protection, which
warns the driver via an audio/
visual signal as well as a gentle
jolt of the brakes.

Safety

Safety

TRAVEL
ASSIST

Travel Assist combines Adaptive Cruise Control (including Front Assist), Adaptive Lane Assist, and Traffic
Sign Recognition functions. For maximum safety, it must be constantly monitored by the driver. That’s why
a capacitive steering wheel detects the driver’s tactility, providing an interactive interface to the system.
If the driver is not engaged in driving, this behaviour is detected by the capacitive steering wheel. Travel
Assist comes exclusively in combination with the Virtual Cockpit and Amundsen infotainment system.
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SIDE ASSIST
Using radar sensors in the rear bumper, Side Assist which can detect other vehicles and even less detectable
objects like cyclists up to 70 m away, monitors the areas behind and beside your car. Based on the distance and
speed of the surrounding vehicles, it decides whether or not it should warn the driver.

REAR TRAFFIC ALERT
This assistant, which comes as
part of the Side Assist system,
helps you reverse safely from
a parking space during poor
visibility. It can even engage
the brakes automatically if it
detects imminent danger.

MANOEUVRE ASSIST
Using the sensors of the
Park Assist, this system offers
protection from obstacles
within driving distance of the
car (at speeds of up to 8 km/h).
If an obstacle is detected, based
on the distance from the obstacle
and the car’s speed, the system
engages the emergency braking.

Safety

Safety

ADDITIONAL
EXPERTS ON BOARD

You can encounter various things on the road. To ensure
that the car is ready to handle all situations that may occur
en route, additional assistants with multiple functions are
on hand to help or fill in for the driver.
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PARK ASSIST
Minimise the hassle of parking
in tight spots with Park Assist.
It automatically selects an
appropriate parking place and
safely parks in a row of parallel or
perpendicularly parked vehicles.

AUTO LIGHT ASSIST
Your Light Assist will switch to high beam
and back automatically, increasing comfort
and safety in traffic.

Safety

Safety

PARK DISTANCE CONTROL
Parking the KAMIQ is easier
and safer with the parking
sensors integrated in the
front and rear bumper, which
check the car’s distance from
any obstacles.
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SAFETY FIRST,
SAFETY LAST
In extreme situations, where the driver cannot
actively influence the outcome, the car’s passive
safety elements take over – like the airbags. You can
have your car equipped with up to nine of them.

FRONT AIRBAGS
While the driver airbag is enclosed in the steering wheel, the passenger airbag
is located in the dashboard. If needed, this can be deactivated when a child
seat is installed on the front seat.

HEAD AIRBAGS
Upon activation, head airbags create
a wall protecting the front and rear
occupants against head injury.

KNEE AIRBAG
This airbag, which is located under
the steering wheel column, protects
the driver’s knees and shins.

Safety

Safety

FRONT AND REAR SIDE AIRBAGS
These four airbags protect the pelvis and chest of the driver and other
passengers in the event of a side collision.

PERFORMANCE
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Performance

GREAT PERFORMANCE
FOR GREAT CITIES

ENGINES
Our offer includes 70 kW, 81 kW and 110 kW petrol engines with excellent
acceleration and high torque. While the 70 kW engine comes with manual
5-speed transmission, other engines are available with both manual 6-speed
transmission and 7-speed DSG. You can also opt for a G-TEC version with
66 kW engine, driven by compressed natural gas (see G-TEC section).

The engines offer outstanding comfort when driving in
or outside the city. Regardless of whether you choose
a petrol or CNG drive, the KAMIQ will run quiet,
flexible, reliable and economical.

DRIVING MODE SELECT
Activated with the mode
button on the centre console,
Driving Mode Select offers
Eco, Normal, Sport and
Individual modes. If the vehicle
is equipped with a lowered
chassis that is fine-tuned with
the Sport Chassis Control, you
can choose between Sport
mode and Normal mode via
Driving Mode Select.

DSG CONTROL
The automatic
7-speed DSG can be
comfortably controlled
via the multifunctional
steering wheel.

SCOUTLINE

HARD SHELL,
COMFORTABLE CORE
Don’t let the vigorous body confuse you, as it hides a gentle soul.
Get ready to be pampered once you close the door behind you
and relish the surprising roominess, state-of-the-art technologies
and high-quality materials that look as good as they feel.
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ScoutLine

A CLEAN DESIGN, EVEN
WHEN IT GETS DIRTY

FRONT VIEW
While the split headlamps are a nod to the KAMIQ’s distinctive design, the
robust front bumper with add-on part in silver emphasizes the ScoutLine
version’s off-road charisma. The car can be equipped with full LED headlamps
including corner function, fog lamps and animated turn indicator.

If the KAMIQ’s elegant lines and dynamic shape unite in harmony, then
the black and silver protective exterior elements of the ScoutLine
version give it a bit of edge. Just like that feeling you get when you
leave your comfort zone to discover something new.

REAR VIEW
The add-on part on the rear bumper with integrated diffuser in
silver, accentuating the generous clearance, gives the car rear an
exceptionally robust appearance. The LED rear lights including
animated turn indicator come as standard.

MONTE CARLO

Monte-Carlo is registered trademark by Monaco Brands

WITH HIGHER
POLE POSITION
Imagine a distinguished design, comfort and smart technologies
all together in one place. The KAMIQ MONTE CARLO features
front sports seats, specific red/black upholstery and instrument
panel in Monte Carlo design. The multifunctional sports steering
wheel comes in perforated leather with distinguished red stitching.
The standard equipment also includes black ceiling, pedal covers
in alloy design and LED ambient lighting in red or white.

Monte-Carlo is registered trademark by Monaco Brands
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OVERTAKES WITH
ITS DESIGN

Take the robustness and dynamic shapes of the
first ŠKODA crossover KAMIQ, mix it with the
Monte Carlo style and you get an exciting car that
confidently demonstrates its championship genes.

Monte Carlo

STYLE AND
FUNCTIONALITY
The Monte Carlo version
features a panoramic
roof in combination with
glossy black roof railings
and black rear diffuser.

BLACK FRONT
AND SIDE
Being a true member of
the Monte Carlo family,
the car also comes
with front grille frame,
add-on part on the front
bumper, door sill covers,
external side-view
mirror caps and alloy
wheels in black.
Monte-Carlo is registered trademark by Monaco Brands

G-TEC
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G-TEC

If you’re looking for an economical and green alternative to conventional
fuels, look here. The ŠKODA KAMIQ G-TEC driven by compressed natural
gas offers the user-friendliness of internal combustion engines combined
with lower emissions. Enjoy your drive to the fullest and fill your tank to half.

CNG AND PETROL SWITCHING
Switching between the two fuel systems is automatic. The engine
is started using CNG and then continues in CNG mode. Should the
CNG run out, the car will automatically switch to petrol mode.

G-TEC

LOW ON EMISSION,
HIGH ON AMBITION

ENGINE AND TANKS
The car comes with an agile three-cylinder 1.0 TGI/66 kW G-TEC
engine. In CNG mode (compared to running on petrol), CO2
emissions are reduced. The car’s environmental friendliness is
also declared by lower emissions of nitrogen oxides (NO x)
and no solid particles. Three steel CNG tanks can carry
13.8 kg of fuel, which enables you to cover around 410
km. Combined with the nine-litre petrol tank, this
makes for a total range of around 630 km.

BLACK
PACKAGE
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Black Package

BLACK FEATURES
The car’s distinctive look can be underlined with the Black package, which includes a number
of black exterior elements. While the external side-view mirror caps and front grille frame
are in glossy black, the front bumper spoiler, window frames and rear diffuser come in matt
black. The roof railings are available in both glossy black and matt black.

TOP LIGHTS AND STYLISH WHEELS
The car equipped with the Black package also
features the full LED rear lights, fitted with
animated turn indicators, and black alloy wheels.
You can opt for the 16", 17" or 18" (shown).

CUSTOMISATION
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ACTIVE

The standard equipment of the Active version includes external side-view mirrors (electricallyadjustable), door handles and roof railings in black, bumpers in the body colour with black
grained add-on part, chrome front grille frame, tinted windows, LED headlamps including LED
daytime running lights, interior door handles in chrome, remote controlled central locking,
black/white Maxi DOT, Swing 6.5" infotainment, two USB slots, and more.

ACTIVE BLACK INTERIOR
Fabric upholstery

GRAINED BLACK DÉCOR /
BLACK HOTSTAMPING

Customisation

Customisation

ACTIVE BLACK INTERIOR
Fabric upholstery
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AMBITION

The standard equipment of the Ambition version includes external side-view mirrors
and door handles in the body colour, add-on part on the bumpers in platin grey, Jumbo
Box, umbrella compartment including ŠKODA umbrella, storage compartments under
the front seats, sunglasses compartment, manual air conditioning, front seats with
manually-adjustable lumbar support, and more.

AMBITION BLACK INTERIOR
Fabric upholstery

SILVER HAPTIC DÉCOR /
BLACK HOTSTAMPING

GRAINED BLACK DÉCOR /
BLACK HOTSTAMPING

Customisation

Customisation

AMBITION BLACK INTERIOR
Fabric upholstery
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STYLE

The standard equipment of the Style version includes sill covers in platin grey,
full LED rear lights, leather steering wheel, gear stick knob and handbrake
handle, textile foot mats, Easy Start, Climatronic dual-zone air conditioning,
Bolero 8" infotainment including SmartLink and Bluetooth, and more.

STYLE BEIGE INTERIOR
Leather/leatherette/Suedia upholstery

BEIGE BRUSHED DÉCOR /
CHROME HOTSTAMPING

COPPER BRUSHED DÉCOR /
CHROME HOTSTAMPING

LATTICE GREY DÉCOR /
COPPER HOTSTAMPING

Customisation

Customisation

STYLE BEIGE INTERIOR
Leather/leatherette/Suedia upholstery
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DYNAMIC

The Dynamic package, which is available for the Ambition
and Style versions as extra equipment, includes sports
seats, multifunctional sports steering wheel, noble steel
foot pedal covers and black ceiling.

STYLE DYNAMIC INTERIOR
Fabric/Suedia upholstery

BLACK DOTS DÉCOR / RED HOTSTAMPING
(for the Ambition version)

SILVER HAPTIC DÉCOR / BLACK HOTSTAMPING
(for the Ambition version)

BLACK DOTS DÉCOR / CHROME HOTSTAMPING
(for the Style version)

Customisation

Customisation

STYLE DYNAMIC INTERIOR
Fabric/Suedia upholstery
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UPHOLSTERY
Style Beige (leather/leatherette/Suedia)

Customisation

Style Beige (fabric/Suedia)

Ambition/Style Black (leather/leatherette/Suedia)

Ambition/Style sports seats (fabric/Suedia)

Style Black (fabric/Suedia)

Active Black (fabric)

Customisation

Ambition Black (fabric)

RACE BLUE METALLIC

ENERGY BLUE UNI

MAGIC BLACK METALLIC

Customisation
GRAPHITE GREY METALLIC

PHOENIX ORANGE METALLIC

MOON WHITE METALLIC

BRILLIANT SILVER METALLIC

VELVET RED METALLIC

CANDY WHITE UNI

Customisation

COLOURS
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18" VEGA Aero black/silver
alloy wheels, polished

18" VEGA alloy wheels

17" BRAGA alloy wheels

16" HOEDUS Aero black/silver
alloy wheels, polished

18" CRATER alloy wheels

16" ORION alloy wheels

17" PROPUS Aero alloy wheels

17" PROPUS Aero black/silver
alloy wheels, polished

16" CASTOR alloy wheels

16" steel wheels with TECTON covers

17" VOLANS alloy wheels

Customisation

Customisation

WHEELS

NOT FINAL
ACCESSORIES
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ROOF BOX – 380 LITRES
The 380 litres roof box can hold five pairs of skis or four snowboards.
The box is made of durable plastic and has a special UV protection to
keep it looking new. It is equipped with a security central lock that
controls several locking points.

Accessories

SMART HOLDER – CLOTHES HANGER
The clothes hanger, which can be mounted on the front
seat headrests, is an extremely practical accessory,
especially for those who travel to work wearing a suit.

NOT FINAL

SMART HOLDER – MULTIMEDIA HOLDER
The holder for an external device, which can also be
mounted on the front seat headrests, will definitely
be appreciated by the rear seat passengers.

NETTING SYSTEM – COPPER
The set of four nets is a practical and attractive accessory. It secures transported
items in place and prevents them from sliding around while the vehicle is in motion.

SMART HOLDER – HOOK
Handbags or backpacks don’t have to take up
space on the back seats. Hang them from the
smart holder hook fixed to the front headrests.

PROTECTIVE PAD
This protective pad prevents the child car seat from slipping
and also protects the car’s upholstery against damage and dirt.

SKI AND SNOWBOARD RACK
The lockable ski and snowboard rack provides capacity
up to four pairs of skis or two snowboards. Rack is
lockable to prevent stealing transported equipment.

ROOF BOX –
400 LITRES
Using a roof box solves
the common problem of
transporting luggage that does
not fit in the boot of a fully occupied
car when travelling not only for winter
sports. It is available in silver or black.

BICYCLE CARRIER
FOR TOW BAR
The rack is extremely
sturdy, easy to fit, and
easy to use – simply
lift the bicycle up
a little to secure it in
place. It works with all
types of tow bars and
is available in 2- and
3-bicycle variants.

Accessories

MADE BY ŠKODA,
DESIGNED BY YOU

Accessories aren’t just fashion fads. With ŠKODA
Genuine Accessories, you can transform your car
by expanding its practicality, safety and purpose,
and make it a lot more suitable for your specific needs.
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WHEEL CARE
& STYLE PACK

18" VEGA black gloss alloy wheels, brushed

18" CRATER anthracite metallic alloy wheels,
brushed

17" STRATOS platinum metallic alloy wheels,
brushed

17" VOLANS black gloss alloy wheels,
brushed

17" BRAGA anthracite metallic alloy wheels,
brushed

NOT FINAL
16" NANUQ silver alloy wheels (may be used
with 16" snow chains)

BOLT CAPS
Decorative bolt caps for wheels with
and without safety bolts.

Accessories

Accessories

WHEELS

Car wheels are like shoes. No matter whether the “shoes” of your ŠKODA are
stylish, sporty or purely functional, our WHEEL CARE & STYLE PACK (wheel
covers, valve caps, safety bolts) offers a multitude of items which will make
your wheels even more attractive and totally unique!
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Turbocharged petrol engine

1.0 TSI/81 kW
Turbocharged petrol engine

1.5 TSI/110 kW
Turbocharged petrol engine

1.0 TGI/66 kW G-TEC
Turbocharged petrol/CNG engine

ENGINE

Body

Exterior dimensions

Type

5-seater, 5-door, 2-compartment

Length/width (mm)

4,241/1,793

Drag coefficient CW

0.296–0.336 according to engine version

Height (mm)

1,556

Turning circle diameter (m)

10.8

Wheel base (mm)

2,651

Track front/rear (mm)

1,531/1,516
188; G-TEC: 186

3/999

4/1,498

3/999

Max. performance/Revs (kW/rpm)

70/5,000–5,500

81/5,500

110/5,000–6,000

66/4,000–5,500

Max. torque/Revs (Nm/rpm)

175/1,600–3,500

200/2,000–3,000

250/1,500–3,500

160/1,800–3,800

Air pollution regulation

EU6AP

EU6AP

EU6AP

EU6AP

Braking system

Hydraulic dual-diagonal circuit braking system vacuum assisted

Lateral room front/rear (mm)

1,439/1,425

Fuel

Petrol, RON min. 95

Petrol, RON min. 95

Petrol, RON min. 95

CNG/Petrol, RON min. 95

– front brakes

Disc brakes with inner cooling and with single-piston floating calliper

Effective head room front/rear (mm)

1,051/1,003

– rear brakes

Drum brakes; alternatively disc brakes depending on engine version

Luggage storage space (max. l)

183

Steering

Direct rack-and-pinion steering with electro-mechanical power steering

Without spare tyre, with rear seat backrests –

12.2

Wheels

6.0J x 16''

upright /down

400/1,395; G-TEC: 278/1,273

Tyres

205/60 R16

Tank capacity (l)

50; G-TEC: 9 + CNG 13.8 kg

106.07–116.91 (112.91–122.74)

85.23–91.13

125.46–139.61 (131.06–144.06)

102.43–108.51

124.32–135.77 (132.34–143.22)

98.84–104.56

Front-wheel drive

– high

108.41–118.34

102.22–114.09 (113.67–124.13)

– extra high

128.15–142.23

124.19–139.57 (130.46–145.34)

– combined

125.02–135.61

120.19–132.69 (129.59–141.06)

Type

Front-wheel drive

Clutch

Hydraulic single dry clutch disc

Transmission

Manual 5-speed

Front-wheel drive
Hydraulic single dry clutch disc
(Twin coaxial clutch,
electro-hydraulically operated)
Manual 6-speed
(Automatic 7-speed DSG)

Front-wheel drive
Hydraulic single dry clutch disc
(Twin coaxial clutch,
electro-hydraulically operated)
Manual 6-speed
(Automatic 7-speed DSG)

Kerb weight – with 75 kg driver (kg)**
Payload – incl. driver and extra
equipment (kg)

1,215–1,383

1,228–1,396 (1,248–1,416)

1,257–1,424 (1,276–1,443)

1,327–1,437

433–566

439–561 (439–562)

431–564 (432–566)

375–472

Total weight (kg)**

1,697–1,750

1,703–1,760 (1,725–1,780)

1,737–1,780 (1,759–1,800)

1,720–1,737

Trailer load without brakes (max. kg)

600–620

610–620 (620–630)

620–640 (630–650)

–

Trailer load with brakes – 12% (max. kg)

1,000

1,200

1,250

–

1,531

1,988

837

1,00
3
1,00

1,00

,0351

2,651

2,651

4,241

4,241

753

753

1,516

1,516

1,793

1,793

1,516
1,793

1,516

1,001

Manual 6-speed

1,001

Hydraulic single dry clutch disc

WEIGHT

* World harmonized light-duty vehicles test procedure.
** According to equipment.
( ) Applies to the version with automatic transmission

837

753

4,241

1,425

POWER
TRANSMISSION

1,531

1,988

4,241

2,651

837

753

20°

1,531

1,988

400 l
743

20°

NOT FINAL
95.19–101.15

122.95–132.65 (131.02–140.95)

2,651

837

1,001

116.58–128.12 (129.76–139.34)

1,531

1,988

400 l
743

1,001

122.76–131.78

126.3–130.58

400 l
743

400 l
743

1,425

– medium

164.79–175.56 (182.36–191.36)

1,0
10

155.74–163.72 (162.79–171.42)

– low

3.61–3.82

1,439

158.04–163.02

CO2 emissions WLTP* (g/km)

5.48–5.98 (5.83–6.31)

1,425

5.30–5.85 (5.71–6.21)

1,425

5.51–5.97

3.75–3.97

1,439

– combined

5.53–6.15 (5.77–6.35)

1

5.47–6.15 (5.75–6.40)

1,05

5.63–6.26

3.12–3.33

1

– extra high

4.68–5.15 (4.98–5.41)

1,05

4.51–5.03 (5.01–5.47)

3.48–3.70

1,439

4.78–5.21

4.62–4.77

5.42–5.85 (5.77–6.21)

1,439

– high

7.26–7.73 (8.03–8.42)

17,4°

5.14–5.65 (5.72–6.14)

17,4°

6.86–7.21 (7.17–7.55)

5.41–5.80

20°

6.96–7.18

– medium

20°

– low

17,4°

CNG – kg/100 km:

17,4°

Fuel consumption WLTP* (l/100 km)

8.0 (8.2)

Interior dimensions

1,556

10.1

220 (218)

Clearance (mm)

Compound link crank-axle

1,556

11.1

199 (198)

McPherson suspension with lower triangular links and torsion stabiliser

1,556

Acceleration 0–100 km/h (s)

189

Front axle
Rear axle

1,556

Maximum speed (km/h)

Chassis

3

3/999

3 1,0
51

Cylinders/Cubic capacity (cc)

PERFORMANCE

Technical Specifications

FURTHER SPECIFICATIONS

Technical Specifications

1.0 TSI/70 kW

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

IMAGE DISCLAIMER
The images presented in this catalogue (brochure) are used
for illustrative purposes only and are not intended to form part
of any contract or warranty. They display pre-series cars and
certain illustrations, features, parts and equipment may differ
from the actual production cars and from country to country.
To get the exact specification of features, parts and equipment,
please get in touch with your nearest local ŠKODA dealer.

MyŠKODA APP
Enjoy full control of your car. Download
MyŠKODA App and access all necessary
features anytime, whether it’s driving
data, fuel range, planning a route or even
where you last parked.

IF YOU’ VE ENJOYED READING ABOUT IT
― IMAGINE DRIVING IT

11/2021

CALL US TO ARRANGE A TEST DRIVE

Your ŠKODA partner:

